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Abstract
In this work we give an overview of the possibilities to create new objects with nanoscale
dimensions with ion tracks, for future applications. This can be realized in two ways: by
manipulation of latent swift heavy ion (SHI) tracks, or by embedding specific structures
within etched SHI tracks. In the first case one can make use of irradiation effects such as
phase transitions and chemical or structural changes along the tracks. In the latter case, one
can fill etched SHI tracks with metals, semiconductors, insulating and conducting polymers,
fullerite, or colloides. Wires and tubules with outer diameters between about 50 nrn and 5 �tm
and lengths of up to about I 0 [tm can be obtained. The most important production techniques
are galvanic and chemical depositions. Ion Transmission Spectrometry has turned out to be an
especially useful tool for the characterisation of the produced objects. Present studies aim at
the construction of condensers, agnets, diodes, and sensors in etched tracks.

An obstacle for the practical realization of smallest-size polymeric ion track devices is the
statistical distribution of the ion tracks on the target areas, which yields some pixels without
any track, and other pixels even with overlapping tracks on a given sample. In a first test
experiment we demonstrate that one can, in principle, overcome that problem by taking self-
ordered porous foils as masks for subsequent high-fluence SHI irradiation.

Keywords: Ions, high energy, latent tracks, etched tracks, galvanic deposition, chemical
deposition, nanowires, nanotubules, ion transmission spectrometry.

1. Introduction

Up to recently, tracks of swift heavy ions (SHI) have been a sub ect of academic studies
rather than for practical applications. Only few fields showed up where SHIs could be applied
usefully, such as the production of large areas of microporous thin polymer foils for
applications mainly in filtering. In the meantime, however, first attempts have been made to
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incorporate thermoresponsive gels 1], metals, semiconductors and other matter 2] in etched
SHI tracks, to obtain objects for nw applications.

In this work we summarize the possibilities that SHI tracks still ight have for other
applications, where the SHI irradiation will have to be combined with other steps of
manipulation, in order to arrive at the desired goal. These steps may comprise etching,
annealing, galvanic or electrodeless material's deposition, low energy ion irradiation, or
evaporation processes.

In principle, two different approaches can be distinguished: the use of as-implanted
(Jatent") SHI tracks, or of structurally modified ,etched" tracks 3]. Essentially etched tracks
appear to exhibit still a great application potential.

2. Perspectives of applications of latent ion tracks

Four strategies show up here: the use of phase transitions (essentially in diamond and
fullerite), aterial's chemical conversion (e.g. from polysilanes to SiC.), trapping of specific
impurities at latent tracks, and the ion-induced excess free volume in organic polymers. Up to
now, there has not yet been invested much work in all these fields so that scientific
background knowledge is quite poor.

Z I Phase transitions

In the first case, one makes use of the long-known effect of destruction of the
carbonaceous SP3 structure and its transference t SP2 by energetic radiation. By SHI
irradiation of carbonaceous allotropes such as fullerene or diamond it is possible to restrict the
zone of modification to a cylinder of only a few 10 nm in width. These zones exhibit a
conductivity in the order of -10-1 f1cm, no matter whether fidlerite or diamond was the
precursor material (for comparison: graphite: 8. IX104 f1cni amorphous carbon: - I kni, ion-
irradiated amorphous carbon: 10-1 Dcm). This can be recorded by means of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) with a conducting tip, Fig. . With increasing distance from the track
center, the resistivity drops strongly. These AM images reveal that the modified zones in
both fullerite and diamond show up as hillocks on the surface, due to the lower density of the
transformed sp2 enriched material. The current-voltage characteristics show a non-symmetric
and nonlinear behaviour. One can recognize some peaks in the I/U characteristics, which
indicates the occurrence of quantum effects in the carbonaceous nanowires.

As the conductivity along these carbonaceous nanowires is higher than that of their
environment by many orders of magnitude, and as they protrude somewhat from their
neighborhood, it has been proposed to use them as tips for field emission displays. In fact,
field emission from irradiated diamond could already be verified 4 Apart from this, the
nonlinear track characteristics suggest possible future applications in electronics.

Z2 Material's chemical conversion

It was shown that polysilanes, irradiated by SHIs, are transformed to a silicon crbide-
like atter, roughly characterized by SiC,,, with x z 1 5]. This residue is insoluble in
conventional solvents so that it can be easily separated from the original host matrix by
dissolving the latter. It turns out that this residue has a soft spagghetti-like apearance,
consisting of any nanowires with some fine structure, Fig.2a. Upon annealing of the
irradiated target for a prolonged time at a temperature around the polysilane's melting
temperature, the SiQ, apparently crystallizes and gains mechanical stability, Fig.2b. Therefore
it has been proposed to use such crystalline nanorods as construction material in future
micromechanics and microanalytics, e.g. as AFM tips.
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Fig.l. AFM image of a swift heavy ion track (-2.2 GeV Au) in fiallerite. Left: height relief,

right: current/voltage characteristics. The ion track, marked by a dashed circle, sows up as a

hillock of a few m height. Whereas the track center is conducting (ab), the conductivity

decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the track center (cd).

a)

Fig.2. AM images of SHI-irradiated 2.2 GeV Au) poly (metylphenyl silane), PPySi a)

appearance of the insoluble residue SiQ, (x -1) after leaching the soluble matrix (left: height,

right: friction images), and b) image of a crystallized swift heavy ion track, after annealing the

sample at 400'C for 6 hours in high vacuum.

Z3 Trapping of migrating impurities at tracks

In a recent work 6 it was shown that isolated Pd atoms, being produced in situ in

PMMA by the decay of a suitable organometallic compound embedded in the polymer matrix,
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Fig. 2b)

migrate towards damage centers that had been created previously by low energy Ar+
irradiation, to precipitate there and to form metallic clusters. In a similar way, it should be
possible to use SR tracks, which are long zones of linearly extended polymer damage, as
nucleation centers for the precipitation of metals or metallic clusters embedded earlier in a
polymer matrix. In this way, it should be possible to produce conducting nanowires within
polymers. Such experiments are presently going on in our labs.

2.4 Liquid nanowires

High energy ion irradiation of polymers releases energy in the form of electronic
excitation and ionization. This initiates radical formation, chain scissioning, and cross-linking.
Though in general these effects occur simultaneously, in many cornmon polymers (e.g. in PC,
PET, CN, PSiO, etc.) chain scissioning dominates in the centers of non-overlapping ion tracks
so tat here small volatile reaction products are formed in abundance. Upon their degassing
from the polymer matrix, narrow zones of excess free volume merge that can, in principle, be
filled up with liquids to form e.g. aqueous nanowires.

In fact, such wires have been studied to some extent 7 and relatively high current
densities (typically 10 to 100 gA/CM2, upon application of a few V) have been transmitted
through them. One has found that even the misture of ambient air absorbed within the tracks
is already sufficient to initiate some ion track conductivity (though very low, typically 0 I to I
�Wcm', upon application of as much as about 20 V) [8].

Latent ion tracks in polymers are not just empty pores but contain a great amount of
radiochemical debris (,,sponge model" 3]) and radicals. The first ones usually inhibits ong-
distance capillaric penetration of liquids, and the latter ones lead to strong sorption of the
penetrant along the tracks. Consequently, the penetrant distribution is highly complex In
order to probe the latter, classical depth profiling techniques can be used, eventually also in
combination with a modified tomographic approach that was especially developed for that
purpose 9 (see, e.g. the study on the 3D distribution of LiCl solution in NC irradiated PI

1101).
Latent ion tracks [II] or very narrow etched tracks 12] filled with aqueous solutions

often exhibit switching properties due to the charging up of their inner surfaces ad hence
selective ionic transportresulting in pulsed ion cut-rents. As the same behavior is also found
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Fig. 3 Comparison of g layers deposited onto PI(top) and PET (bottorn) after chemical
activation (left) and ion-induced activation (right). In the first case, acidic SnC12 solution was
used, in the second case the sample was ion-irradiated with 300 keV Ne_'_ ions at a fluence of
1015 CM-2 , after the ion track etching and before the Ag deposition.

for natural current transport through membranes (e.g. in nerve cells), it has been suggested on
the one hand to use ion tracks for modelling the still poorly understood biological current
transport processes, and on te other hand to copy nature by production of an ion-track- and

electrolyte-based nanoelectronics.

3. Perspectives of applications of etched ion tracks

Etching is the standard recipy to remove the radiochemical reaction products along
polymeric ion tracks so that continuous straight pores emerge. Once this has been done the
newly created free volume - called the tched track - can be filled, in principle, with any
material to obtain any new nanostructure. Quite a number of these attempts have been already
reported, see e.g. Refs. 21 and 3]. Massive or sponge-tike rods and tubules with diameters
between about 10 nin and 10 [tm and lengths of up to about 100 [un can be obtained.

3.1 Galvanic deposition

Galvanic deposition inside the etched tracks leads to massive nanowires; the technique is,
however, rstricted to conducting matter. By galvanic deposition of alternating materials (e.g.
Cu and Se) we had already produced first diode-like structures [I 3]. Attempts are going on to

add a base contact to these or similar structures to produce ion-track-based field effect
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transistors. P-n transitions can, of course, also be acomplished by connecting a track filled
with a p-doped material (e.g. a conducting polymer) with a n-doped planar contact (e.g. a
semiconductor).

Continuing the galvanic process after filling the etched track with e.g. Cu leads to
mushroom-like structures that can serve as anti-wetting coatings 14].

By combination of galvanically produced conducting wires along tracks with metallic
wires evaporated onto the polymer surface, we also try to produce micro-magnets, -transfor-
mers, and -oscillators [151. Such structures should have less magnetic stray fields than
corresponding evaporated planar structures due to better wdth/height ratios, and hence better
quality factors.

3.2 Chemical Deposition

Chemical deposition has proven to be useful to create tubules of Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni 2,31;
in principle the same technique should also applicable to most II-IV and many ll-V
compounds. Multilayer deposition of tubules is possible. (Cu/Ni), (Ni/Cul, (Ag/TiO2) [15],
(TiO2/PPY), and (TiO2/Au) 16] structures have already bee prepared. At present, the
formation of first concentric rnetal insulator metall and metal semiconductors
structures is in preparation to pave the way for future concentric nano-condensors and -
diodes.

The crucial point in chemical deposition is the preceding ,activation" stage, which means
the formation of nucleation centers (called illustratively: ,molecular anchors" by Martin 2])
of high area] density on the inner etched track surfaces. This is necessary as the number of
intrinsic surface defects that act as nucleation centers is too low to enable the formation of a
continuous layer of the new material - in this case only few scattered nanocrystallites are
deposited on the inner track surface. The activation is usually acomplished with acidic SnC12
or Pd complex salt solutions. One can also perform this activation by ion irradiation; in this
way one can activate specific etch track regimes selectively, and one obtains much smoother
layers of the deposit, Fig. 3 This should enable one to create even more complex structures.

Au tubules are used as electrodes in advanced miniaturized ion-track based sensors to
determine e.g. the oxygen content in gases or liquids (,,Clarc cells"). In this way the volume of
Clarc cells could be reduced by about two orders of magnitude, with a simultaneous gain in
response time and pressure insensitivity, and at a much reduced price 14].

3.3. Adsorption of welling liquids

Apart from the above mentioned techniques, tubules can be formed by adsorption of
wetting liquids at the etch track walls. In this way, fullerene tubules have been created that
exhibit temperature, pressure and humidity sensoring, properties 17]. Also monomers of
conducting polymers such as ethylene dithiophene (EDT) can be deposited on the inner track
walls, to be polymerized in situ in a second step. Finally, that approach is feasible to deposit
tubules of colloides such as LiNbO3, SiO2, or TO2. These materials are interesting due to their
nonlinear optical properties, inertness, and photochemical activity, respectively.

3.4 Ion Transmission Spectrometry

Apart fi7om scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Ion Transmission Spectrometry (ITS)
[181 has turned out to be an especially useful tool for the quick characterisation of tubular
structures. From the transmission of, e.g. energetic a particles from a radioactive source
through micro-or nanoporous foils, one can deduce the track radius rT via:
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r =
2d 1_(4T _ 0.87 for rd I (I a)

3

and rT rLj for rd > I (I b)
d

where T is the measured sample transmission, L the thickness of the microporous foil, r, is the
radius of the source, and d is the distance between source and sample. The quantity rd is
defined as rd = d tan p/rT, with 9 being the beam divergence angle.

4. Non-statistical ion track distributions

The greatest obstacle for the future application of polymeric ion track devices is the
statistical distribution of the ion tracks on the target areas, which leaves some sample areas
without any, and others with overlapping tracks. Of course this can be overcome by writing
sequentially ion by ion onto predetermined posistions, but the excessive time and cost of this
operation renders that "single ion track approach" rather obsolete. Therefore one rather has to
adopt the classical approach to irradiate ions through masks with a regular array of holes, at a
fluence corresponding to multiple track overlapping. In this way, all sample pixels will
contain at least some ion tracks. Conventional masks of good quality and narrow size are,
however, extremely costly and hence prohibitive for the envisaged polymeric electronics
which should establish a cheap alternative to the present silicon-based technology.

F
le. Ion Transmission Spectrometry
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Fig. 4 ITS of 5.5 MeV a particles, transmitted through commercial A203 fils of 20 and 200
nm pore size, respectively. The energy spectra show that ion transmission through the
nanopores is, in principle possible, so that their application as masks for future SHI-track
electronics appears feasible.

Therefore first test experiments have been undertaken to see whether it is also possible to
use masks of cheap self-organizing materials such as commercially available A1203 ceramic
foils for that purpose. Such foils have thicknesses of typically 100 gm and pore sizes of 20 to
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200 rum. In fact, first ITS tests showed that ion transmission through such structures is indeed
possible, Fig. 4 Based on this positive experience, tests with SHI transmission will follow.

5. Conclusions

The application of SHI tracks for advanced technologies is a field that has been neglected
since long. Therefore this work summarizes the possibilities that emerged recently. Several
strategies show up, such as the use of latent or etched tracks, massive wires or tubules, and
chemical or ion-beam activation. It appears that the main drawback of ion tracks - their
statistical distribution - can be overcome by the use of cheap self-organizing ceramic foils as
masks. Therefore we feel that this approach will offer a future cheap alternative for some of
the fields that are dominated nowadays still by the conventional Si-based microelectronics.

This work was enabled by the contribution of many olleagues. We are indebted
especially to P.Yu.Apel, A.Berdinsky, P.Szimkowiak, A.Weidinger, A.Ulyashin, R.Klett, and
to the accelerator and reactor teams in Berlin and Dubna for their generous support.
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